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FM 3-05.70 is the United States Army manual used to train survival techniques (formerly the FM 21-76). It is popular
among survivalists and campers. The manual covers a variety of helpful topics such as planning, psychology of survival,
emergency medicine, shelter construction, water procurement, firecraft, food procurement (hunting), identification of
poisonous plants, and construction of field expedient weapons, tools and equipment.
Prepare yourself and brush up on your skills with this unabridged, high-quality Civilian Reference Edition reissue of the
official First Aid US Department of The Army Field Manual FM 4-25.11, 2002 release (also published as FM 21-11, NTRP
4-02.1, AFMAN 44-163[I]). This is the latest edition of the US Army First Aid manual.
You don’t need to be a trained soldier to fully appreciate this edition of the U.S. Army Improvised Munitions Handbook
(TM 31-210). Originally created for soldiers in guerilla warfare situations, this handbook demonstrates the techniques for
constructing weapons that are highly effective in the most harrowing of circumstances. Straightforward and incredibly
user-friendly, it provides insightful information and step-by-step instructions on how to assemble weapons and explosives
from common and readily available materials. Over 600 illustrations complement elaborate explanations of how to
improvise any number of munitions from easily accessible resources. Whether you’re a highly trained solider or simply a
civilian looking to be prepared, the U.S. Army Improvised Munitions Handbook is an invaluable addition to your library.
This survival manual is organized as follows: Chapter 1. Introduction Survival Actions Pattern for Survival Chapter 2.
Psychology of Survival A Look at Stress Natural Reactions Preparing Yourself Chapter 3. Survival Planning and Survival
Kits Importance of Planning Survival Kits Chapter 4. Basic Survival Medicine Requirements for Maintenance of Health
Medical Emergencies Lifesaving Steps Bone and Joint Injury Bites and Stings Wounds Environmental Injuries Herbal
Medicines Chapter 5. Shelters Shelter Site Selection Types of Shelters Chapter 6. Water Procurement Water Sources
Still Construction Water Purification Water Filtration Devices Chapter 7. Firecraft Basic Fire Principles Site Selection and
Preparation Fire Material Selection How to Build a Fire How to Light a Fire Chapter 8. Food Procurement Animals for
Food Traps and Snares Killing Devices Fishing Devices Preparation of Fish and Game for Cooking and Storage Chapter
9. Survival Use of Plants Edibility of Plants Plants for Medicine Miscellaneous Uses of Plants Chapter 10. Poisonous
Plants How Plants Poison All About Plants Rules for Avoiding Poisonous Plants Contact Dermatitis Ingestion Poisoning
Chapter 11. Dangerous Animals Insects and Arachnids Leeches Bats Poisonous Snakes Dangerous Lizards Dangers in
Rivers Dangers in Bays and Estuaries Saltwater Dangers Chapter 12. Field-Expedient Weapons, Tools, and Equipment
Clubs Edged Weapons Other Expedient Weapons Lashing and Cordage Rucksack Construction Clothing and Insulation
Cooking and Eating Utensils Chapter 13. Desert Survival Terrain Environmental Factors Need for Water Heat Casualties
Precautions Desert Hazards Chapter 14. Tropical Survival Tropical Weather Jungle Types Travel Through Jungle Areas
Immediate Considerations Water Procurement Food Poisonous Plants Chapter 15. Cold Weather Survival Cold Regions
and Locations Windchill Basic Principles of Cold Weather Survival Hygiene Medical Aspects Cold Injuries Shelters Fire
Water Food Travel Weather Signs Chapter 16. Sea Survival The Open Sea Seashores Chapter 17. Expedient Water
Crossings Rivers and Streams Rapids Rafts Flotation Devices Other Water Obstacles Vegetation Obstacles Chapter 18.
Field-Expedient Direction Finding Using the Sun and Shadows Using the Moon Using the Stars Making Improvised
Compasses Other Means of Determining Direction Chapter 19. Signaling Techniques Application Means for Signaling
Codes and Signals Aircraft Vectoring Procedures Chapter 20. Survival Movement in Hostile Areas Phases of Planning
Execution Return to Friendly Control Chapter 21. Camouflage Personal Camouflage Methods of Stalking Chapter 22.
Contact With People Contact With Local People The Survivor’s Behavior Changes to Political Allegiance Chapter 23.
Survival in Man-Made Hazards The Nuclear Environment Biological Environments Chemical Environments
Field Manual (FM) 6-02, Signal Support to Operations, is the premier Signal doctrine publication, and only field manual.
FM 6-02 compiles Signal Corps doctrine into three chapters with supporting appendices that address network operations
in support of mission command and unified land operations and the specific tactics and procedures associated with
organic and nonorganic Signal forces. The fundamental idea of Signal Corps tactics is the employment and ordered
arrangement of Signal forces in a supporting role to provide LandWarNet across the range of military operations. The
detailed techniques regarding the ways and methods to accomplish the missions, functions or tasks of the Signal Corps
indicated in this FM will be addressed in supporting Army techniques publications (ATPs). Army forces operate worldwide
and require a secure and reliable communications capability that rapidly adapts to changing demands.
This volume is the fifth in a series of books that Battles & Book Reviews Publishing is releasing that encompass reprints
of public domain US Military manuals that are useful to the prepping community This book contains the full text and
images contained within the May 193 version of Field manual 21-26 Map Reading & Land Navigation. This manual is the
US Army's basic manual used to teach new soldiers how to read a map and how to navigate. It is an essential how to
written in plain language designed to take even the most inexperienced person and get them to the point where they can
find where they are on a map and accomplish that most basic of soldier skills, "navigate from one point on a map to
another while dismounted or mounted." Every soldier should be able to do this and every person who ever expects to go
into the backwoods for any conceivable reason should be able to do it as well. This manual is the perfect reference to get
you are started on learning how to not get lost in the first place.
Everything you ever wanted to know about Boobytraps! Initially published in 1965, this official US Army document gives
you access to insider, military-grade information on the characteristics, use, detection, and removal of boobytraps.This
brand-new, high-quality reissue includes details on boobytrapping mines, buildings, terrain, demolition materials, missiles
and more. It also includes an additional chapter on miscellaneous boobytraps. A fascinating and informative peek into the
high-stakes world of military sabotage and trickery.
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Tactics is the art and science of employing all available means to win battles and engagements. Specifically, it comprises the actions taken
by a commander to arrange units and activities in relation to each other and the enemy. Filled with diagrams of attack plans, defensive
strategies, and troop movements, U.S. Army Tactics Field Manual is the playbook the U.S. Army uses to employ available means to win in
combat. This book provides combat-tested concepts and ideas modified to exploit emerging Army and joint capabilities. This book focuses on
the organization of forces, minimum essential control measures, and general planning, preparation, and execution considerations for each
type and form of combat operation. It is the common reference for all students of the tactical art, both in the field and the Army school system.
The Art of Tactics * Common Tactical Concepts and Graphic Control Measures * The Basics of Offense * Movement to Contact * Attack *
Exploitation * Pursuit * Basics of Defensive Operations * The Area of Defense * The Mobile Defense * The Retrograde * Security Operations *
Reconnaissance Operations * Troop Movement * Relief in Place * Passage of Lines.
FM 2-0 is the Army's manual for military intelligence (MI) doctrine. It describes: the fundamentals of intelligence operations; the operational
environment (OE); intelligence in unified action; the Intelligence Battlefield Operating System (BOS); intelligence considerations in strategic
readiness; the intelligence process; and roles and functions in Army operations. (This manual conforms to the doctrine presented in FM 3-0
Operations).
First Aid Manual is an Army based field manual that covers First Aid for everyone. 1st aid in some scenarios can be a perishable skill. This
guide is formatted to be a reference point and manual to use under any circumstances of self-aid or buddy care. ?Field ready print size with
matte cover for durability and performance as a reference guide in any condition. ?Includes First Aid Instruction from Navy NTRP 4-02.1 and
Air Force AFMAN 44-163 ?Perfect to keep around for any scenario that can come up that could be life-saving for you or your friends and
family. This makes a great gift for your tactical or outdoorsman or survivalist. ? This self-aid or buddy care manual is great to have multiple
copies around on a bookshelf, in your rucksack, vehicle and anywhere else you can think of should the need arise. From simple wound care
to traumatic injuries, this 1st aid guide can help. This Army Field Manual is the answer to all your First Aid needs.
This is the official US Army guide to the history, operation, and maintenance of the M-1 Garand rifle. It differs from traditional Army manuals
in its inclusion of an introductory chapter on the history of this remarkable weapon, and its long, difficult path to adoption by the armed forces.
It also contains dozens of photos and sequences which illuminated the details and procedures presented in the text. The definitive military
text on this important rifle, this book contains everything you need to know about operating and caring for an M-1.
Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 3-0, Unified Land Operations, is the first ADRP released under Doctrine 2015. ADRP 3-0
expands on the foundations and tenets found in Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0. This ADRP expands on the doctrine of unified land
operations found in ADP 3-0. The publication of ADP 3-0 shifted the Army's operational concept from full spectrum operations to unified land
operations. The doctrine of unified land operations describes how the Army demonstrates its core competencies of combined arm maneuver
and wide area security through decisive action. The term decisive action replaces the term full spectrum operations as the concept of
continuous, simultaneous offense, defense, stability, or defense support of civil authorities. Defense support of civil authorities replaces civil
support as a task under decisive action. ADRP 3-0 expands the discussion of the foundations and tenets of unified land operations, as well as
the operational framework found in ADP 3-0. Additional changes in ADRP 3-0 from the now obsolete 2011 FM 3-0, Change 1, includes a
discussion of the range of military operations replacing the spectrum of conflict as well as a discussion of information collection replacing
intelligence, reconnaissance, and surveillance (known as ISR). These changes in ADRP 3-0 now better align Army doctrine with the joint
discussion of the principles of joint operations. ADRP 3-0 remains generally consistent with the now obsolete 2011 FM 3-0, Change 1, on key
topics while adopting updated terminology and concepts as necessary. These topics include the discussion of an operational environment
and the operational and mission variables, as well as the discussions of unified action, law of land warfare, and combat power. As in the now
obsolete 2011, FM 3-0, Change 1, mission command remains both a philosophy of command and a warfighting function. Finally, ADRP 3-0
maintains combined arms as the application of arms that multiplies Army forces' effectiveness in all operations. ADRP 3-0 contains four
chapters: Chapter 1 shortens the discussion of the operational environment found on the now obsolete 2011 FM 3-0, Change 1, and
emphasizes military operations. This chapter provides a framework of variables of an operational environment that shape their nature and
affect outcomes. The chapter then discusses unified action and joint operations as well as land operations. Finally, this chapter discusses law
of land warfare and combined arms. Chapter 2 introduces the Army's new operational concept of unified land operations. It discusses how
commanders apply landpower as part of unified action to defeat the enemy on land and establish conditions that achieve the joint force
commander's end state. Chapter 2 discusses how commanders demonstrate the Army's new core competencies of combined arms
maneuver and wide area security conducted through decisive action. Chapter 3 discusses combat power and the warfighting functions used
to generate combat power in support of unified land operations. As in the now obsolete 2011 FM 3-0, Change 1, chapter 3 discusses the
eight elements of combat power that include the six warfighting functions with leadership and information. Lastly, it discusses how Army
forces achieve combined arms through force tailoring, task organization, and mutual support. Chapter 4 discusses the elements of
operational art and the meaning of operational art to Army forces. It elaborates on commanders and staffs applying the elements of
operational art to understand, visualize, and describe how to establish conditions to achieve a desired end state. It discusses how operational
art represents a creative approach to dealing with the direction of military forces and expresses an informed vision across the levels of war.
The field manual provides a standardized source document for Army-wide reference on map reading and land navigation. It applies to every
soldier in the army regardless of service branch, MOS, or rank. This manual also contains both doctrine and training guidance on map
reading and land navigation.Part One addresses map reading and Part Two, land navigation. The appendices include an introduction to
orienteering and a discussion of several devices that can assist the soldier in land navigation. For soldiers, hunters, climbers, and hikers
alike, this is the definitive guide to map reading and navigation.
Build your library with this unabridged, high-quality Civilian Reference Edition facsimile reissue of the official Evasion and Escape - FM 21-77
US Army War Department Field Manual, 1965 release. This unclassified civilian reference edition manual features the principles and
procedures of survival, evasion, and escape when in the wilderness or behind enemy lines. Contents include historic comprehensive
discussions on concepts and principles of evasion in the wilderness or behind enemy lines. Both short-term and long-term evasion
techniques are discussed, as well as procedures for single isolated individual and full team evasion. Also discussed are historic military
procedures for capture and interrogation resistance strategies, as well as escape.Learn how things were historically done in the military for
personal enrichment and historical study by learning from the classic knowledge of the American soldier. Great for learning the ins-and-outs
of principles for survival. Not just for military personnel, this book is a great gift for outdoors enthusiasts, backpackers, campers, hikers,
hunters, scouts, military history enthusiasts, and veterans!A part of the Military Outdoors Skills Series.This Doublebit Historic Edition reprint of
Evasion and Escape FM 21-77 (1965) is professionally restored and presented from the original facsimile source with the highest degree of
fidelity possible. Available in both paperback and hardcover, readers can enjoy this Civilian Reference Edition reissue for generations to
come and learn from its timeless knowledge.

When the U.S. military invaded Iraq, it lacked a common understanding of the problems inherent in counterinsurgency campaigns.
It had neither studied them, nor developed doctrine and tactics to deal with them. It is fair to say that in 2003, most Army officers
knew more about the U.S. Civil War than they did about counterinsurgency. The U.S. Army / Marine Corps Counterinsurgency
Field Manual was written to fill that void. The result of unprecedented collaboration among top U.S. military experts, scholars, and
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practitioners in the field, the manual espouses an approach to combat that emphasizes constant adaptation and learning, the
importance of decentralized decision-making, the need to understand local politics and customs, and the key role of intelligence in
winning the support of the population. The manual also emphasizes the paradoxical and often counterintuitive nature of
counterinsurgency operations: sometimes the more you protect your forces, the less secure you are; sometimes the more force
you use, the less effective it is; sometimes doing nothing is the best reaction. An new introduction by Sarah Sewall, director of the
Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government, places the manual in critical and historical
perspective, explaining the significance and potential impact of this revolutionary challenge to conventional U.S. military doctrine.
An attempt by our military to redefine itself in the aftermath of 9/11 and the new world of international terrorism, The U.S. Army /
Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual will play a vital role in American military campaigns for years to come. The
University of Chicago Press will donate a portion of the proceeds from this book to the Fisher House Foundation, a private-public
partnership that supports the families of America’s injured servicemen. To learn more about the Fisher House Foundation, visit
www.fisherhouse.org.
Prepare yourself and brush up on your skills with this unabridged, high-quality Civilian Reference Edition reissue of the official Map
Reading and Land Navigation US Department of The Army Field Manual FM 3-25.26, 2001 release (previously published as FM
21-26). This is the latest public release edition of the US Army Map Reading and Land Navigation manual.
For more than 50 years, The U.S. Army Leadership Field Manual has provided leadership training for every officer training
program in the U.S. Army. Topics include: A leadership approach based on the army's core principles of "Be, Know, Do" Hands-on
lessons to enhance training, mentoring, and decision-making skills The different roles and requirements for leadership
A milestone in Army doctrine
How the world's most dynamic organization prepares its leaders for battle, with valuable insights for today's business arena For
mor than 50 years, The U.S. Army Leadership Field Manual has provided leadership training for every officer training program in
the U.S. Army. This trade edition brings the manual's value-based leadership principles and practices to today's business world.
The result is a compelling examination of how to be an effective leader when the survival of your team literally hangs on your
decisions. More than 60 gripping vignettes and stories illustrate historical and contemporary examples of army leaders who made
a difference. The U.S. Army Leadership Field Manual also provides: A leadership approach based on the army's core principles of
"Be, Know, Do" Hands-on lessons to enhance training, mentoring, and decision-making skills Chapters that focus on the different
roles and requirements for leadership
The Official U.S. Army Tactics Field ManualRowman & Littlefield
Among the most crucial roles of the United States military in the global War on Terror is the collection of human intelligence from
prisoners of war, unlawful combatants, and others. On the heels of controversy over some of the techniques used to extract
information—such as waterboarding—the Department of the Army completely revised its interrogation guidelines. The result is this
book, the United States Army’s human intelligence collection playbook, which gives instructions on the structure, planning and
management of human intelligence operations, the debriefing of soldiers, and the analysis of known relationships and map data.
The largest and most newsworthy section of the book details procedures for screening and interrogation, which permits a specific
number of interrogation techniques, described in Chapter 8 as “approach techniques.” These techniques, described in great
detail, carry such names as Emotional Love, Mutt and Jeff, False Flag, and even Separation. A must-read for today’s military
buffs, U.S. Army Human Intelligence Collector Field Manual is also a valuable resource for anyone seeking strategies to employ in
the gathering of information.
This publication, Field Manual FM 3-39 Military Police Operations April 2019, describes the operational doctrine of the Military
Police Corps Regiment. This manual is aligned with joint and Army doctrine. Other military police doctrinal publications are based
on the foundations established in this manual and are synchronized with their respective joint and Army publications. The principal
audience for FM 3-39 is the commanders and staff elements at all echelons and the military police personnel who are tasked with
planning, directing, and executing military police missions. Training developers and educators throughout the Army use this
manual.FM 3-39 applies to the Active Army, Army National of the United States and United States Army Reserve unless otherwise
stated.Future operations will occur in complex, chaotic, violent, and uncertain operational environments against peer and near
peer threats. These threats are significantly more dangerous in terms of capability and magnitude than those we faced over the
last 17 years of conflict. Our Army will accomplish its mission by supporting the joint force through four strategic roles: shape
operational environment, prevent conflict, conduct large-scale ground combat, and consolidate gains. The strategic roles clarify the
enduring reasons for which the United States Army is organized, trained, and equipped.FM 3-39, Military Police Operations,
describes the operational doctrine for the Military Police Corps Regiment. The revision of FM 3-39 reorients military police support
to largescale ground combat while simultaneously supporting other types of operations around the world to prevent peer and nearpeer adversaries from gaining positions of relative advantage. Our Army remains the strongest and best land fighting force in the
world and the Military Police Corps remains critical to its success. The role of the Military Police Corps is to provide the Army with
Soldiers who are professionals in policing, investigations, and corrections. Our military police disciplines of police operations,
detention operations, and security and mobility support combined with our core competencies enables us to protect and preserve
the force, enable maneuver, and shape the security environment both at home stations and in support of combat operations
enabling commanders to apply maximum combat power in support of decisive action any place in the world-against any enemy.As
Army professionals, our doctrine is designed to be our body of professional knowledge that guides how Soldiers perform tasks to
fight and win our nations wars. Doctrine serves as the starting point for thinking about how to plan, direct, execute and assess our
conduct of operations. Doctrine provides a coherent vision of warfare. Enhances our operational effectiveness. Provides a
common frame of reference and cultural perspective to view. Provides a common professional language, which we must know.
Highlights our Military Police contributions in support of the Army's four strategic roles within Unified Action. All, while discussing
the desirable character traits required in our Soldiers and leaders of today. We must not just read, but read and understand our
doctrine. FM 3-39, Military Police Operations, is rooted in time-tested principles and fundamentals that accommodates for new
technologies and organizational changes.
Enjoy this unabridged, high-quality Doublebit 1957 Historic Edition reprint of Survival, US Department of The Army Field Manual
FM 21-76. Contents include multiple topics related to survival in the wilderness and harsh environments.
The U.S. Army Survival Manual: FM 3-05.76 (FM 21-76) is the most up to date and current Survival Field Manual used by the
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United States Military. There are many other copies available which are not authentic or have cut out pages and chapters. This is
the full, unabridged copy of the Army FM-3-05.76. This has been optimized and formatted to be a field pocket size. You can throw
it in your cargo pocket as you head out to the field or just toss it in your backpack or rucksack and know you have the survival
guide ready at your fingertips for reference. This guide is the authority in Survival Training, Strategies and Tactics. This reference
is used by military forces. The FM-21-76 became the FM-3-05.76. This up to date manual includes all the original content from
FM-21-76 along with more detailed information to include: All-Terrain Survival Tactics The Will To Survive Survival Planning
Weapons, Tools, and Tactics Identifying Plants Identifying Poisonous and Non-Poisonous Snakes How To Find Water Traps and
Snares Fire Making Preserving Food Navigation And much more. You can use the "Look Inside" feature to get a sneak peek at
some of what you can look forward to with this all-inclusive survival guide. This is jam-packed with 600+ pages of all the
information you need for survival.
This is THE indispensable survival guide for soldiers, preppers, hunters, hikers, and outdoor enthusiasts. Don't be confused by
other versions which may have a higher page count. This version, published by Prepper Press, is complete, updated, and
unabridged. It comes in a larger, easier-to-read 8.5x11" size and it has been professionally formatted for publication (no low-quality
scanned pages). Written by the U.S. Army for soldiers, The Official US Army Survival Guide can be used by anyone in any part of
the world. When soldiers go out, they expect to have all their personal equipment and unit members with them. However, there is
no guarantee it will be so. Soldiers could find themselves alone in a remote area- possibly enemy territory-with little or no personal
gear. This manual provides information and describes basic techniques that will enable individuals to survive and return alive. You
will learn: Psychology of Survival Survival Planning and Survival Kits Basic Survival Medicine Shelters Water Procurement
Firecraft Food Procurement Survival Use of Plants Poisonous Plants Dangerous Animals Field-Expedient Weapons, Tools, and
Equipment Desert Survival Tropical Survival Cold Weather Survival Sea Survival Expedient Water Crossings Field-Expedient
Direction Finding Survival Movement in Hostile Areas Camouflage Contact with People Survival in Man-Made Hazards Get this
print version for easy reference and reading.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
Prepare yourself and brush up on your skills with this unabridged, high-quality World War II Civilian Reference Edition reissue of
the official Pistols and Revolvers FM 23-35 US Army War Department Field Manual, 1946 release. This unclassified civilian
reference edition manual represents the best knowledge about pistols, revolvers, and firearms practice in general from the World
War II era and is packed full of essential tips and technique for using and maintaining firearms for hunting, marksmanship, and
defense.
This edition of the US Army Leadership Field Manual (FM 22-100) establishes a unified leadership theory for all Army leaders
based on the Army leadership framework and three leadership levels. Specifically, it-- * Defines and discusses Army values and
leader attributes. * Discusses character-based leadership. * Establishes leader attributes as part of character. * Focuses on
improving people and organizations for the long term. * Outlines three levels of leadership--direct, organizational, and strategic. *
Identifies four skill domains that apply at all levels. * Specifies leadership actions for each level. The Army leadership framework
brings together many existing leadership concepts by establishing leadership dimensions and showing how they relate to each
other. Solidly based on BE, KNOW, DO--that is character, competence, and action--the Army leadership framework provides a
single instrument for leader development. Individuals can use it for self-development. Leaders can use it to develop subordinates.
Commanders can use it to focus their programs. By establishing leadership dimensions grouped under the skill domains of values,
attributes, skills, and actions, the Army leadership framework provides a simple way to think about and discuss leadership. The
Army is a values-based institution. This field manual establishes and clarifies those values. Army leaders must set high standards,
lead by example, do what is legally and morally right, and influence other people to do the same. They must establish and sustain
a climate that ensures people are treated with dignity and respect and create an environment in which people are challenged and
motivated to be all they can be. This field manual discusses these aspects of leadership and how they contribute to developing
leaders of character and competence.

This manual is organized as a reference for snipers and leads the trainer through the material needed to conduct sniper
training. Subjects include equipment, weapon capabilities, fundamentals of marksmanship and ballistics, field skills,
mission planning, and skill sustainment.
Finally, a complete print edition of the latest US Army Survival Field Manual! Unlike others, which are hurriedly put
together from internet-sourced text files and low-res pictures and tables, this edition is complete and unadulterated with
high-resolution graphics and images. The page count, table of contents, illustrations, photos, tables, index and
appendices are all precisely where they should be in this definitive 676 page print edition. As far as military survival
training manuals go, there are none to equal FM 3-05.70 Survival for sheer usefulness. When tasked with updating the
old and outdated FM 21-76 Survival back in the late 1990s, those SERE experts at the US Army's John F Kennedy
Special Warfare Center and School took their collective decades of field survival experience and combined it all with
classic and effective survival methods; traditional bushcraft and primitive skills and wrapped it all up in a highly-practical,
exhaustively-tested, scholarly and encyclopedic approach to rescue, survival psychology and living off the land in order to
ensure our fighting men and women have the best chance to make it home from any given survival situation. As a result,
these Special Forces SERE experts made Field Manual 3-05.70 one of the best military survival guides ever written! FM
3-05.70 Survival covers topics such as: The psychology of survival; Survival kits; Survival planning; Survival medici?
Shelter; Water; Firecraft; Food; Wild edibles; Poisonous plants; Dangerous animals; Improvised weapons; Tools; Desert
survival; Jungle survival; Cold weather survival; Survival at sea; Expedient navigation; Signaling; Evasion; Movement in
hostile areas; And much, much more! Aside from the obvious military uses for the techniques described in this manual,
the prepper, outdoorsman and woman will find the manual indispensable. Studying it will make you better in the bush,
and as a bonus, it could save your life! This field-sized edition makes it easy to throw into your ruck while practicing the
techniques in the field. Every prepper, sportsman and outdoorsman should own a proper, readable print copy of this
outstanding survival reference manual!
Explains how the U.S. Army organizes, equips, and conducts operations against state, nonstate, and individual actors in
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an environment of "persistent conflict."
This volume is the second in a series of books that Battles & Book Reviews Publishing is releasing that encompass
reprints of public domain US Military manuals that are useful to the prepping community This book contains the full text
and images contained within the August 1968 version of Field manual 5-15: Field Fortifications. This is an older manual
that was superseded in the early 1980's by two manuals FM 5-102 Countermobility and FM 5-103 Survivability. These
two successor manuals are much more concentrated on planning factors for engineers and less so on the nuts and bolts
of actually building and emplacing field fortifications. I will release these two manuals as hardcopies also at some future
time but I wanted to get this manual out there sooner since it is full of more immediately practical information than either
5-102 or 5-103, which are written much more as planning manuals than something you pull out in the field to find
practical information on what you need to build a specific obstacle and/or fortification. The contents of this volume are a
faithful, cleaned up edition of this manual that has been formatted to fit the paper size. Further volumes in this series are
forthcoming
DOD policy requires "[m]embers of the DoD Components comply with the law of war during all armed conflicts, however
such conflicts are characterized, and in all other military operations" (Department of Defense Directive [DODD]
2311.01E). This publication addresses topics that are also addressed in the DOD Law of War Manual. In the event of a
conflict or discrepancy regarding the legal standards addressed in this publication and the DOD Law of War Manual, the
latter takes precedence. In many cases, any apparent conflict or discrepancy may be due to this publication's efforts to
provide guidance to Commanders by describing legal concepts more generally rather than exhaustively as found the
DOD Law of War Manual. In certain instances, this publication will set out a current policy or practice for Army and
Marine forces rather than a legal requirement.
Build your library with this unabridged, high-quality Civilian Reference Edition reissue of the official Tents and Tent
Pitching - FM 20-15 US Army War Department Field Manual, 1956 release.
Filled with diagrams of attack plans, defensive strategies, and troop movements, U.S. Army Tactics Field Manual is the
playbook the U.S. Army uses to employ available means to win in combat. This book provides combat-tested concepts
and ideas modified to exploit emerging Army and joint capabilities. This book focuses on the organization of forces,
minimum essential control measures, and general planning, preparation, and execution considerations for each type and
form of combat operation. It is the common reference for all students of the tactical art, both in the field and the Army
school system.
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